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Stefano Zampino
Head of the Regulations and Technical Standards Area of the Road 
and Motorways Infrastructure General Direction of ANSFISA

Fabio Croccolo
Director of ANSFISA and DIGIFEMA, President of the III
Section of the Superior Council of Public Works

Graduated in Civil Transport Engineering and PhD in Economic and Management 
Engineering, he became Director of the Ministry of Infrastructure and Transport in 1992. 
General Manager since 2010, he was the regulator of the railway market and became 
director of DIGIFEMA. He was Chairman of the Steering Committee and Director of the 
National Agency for the Safety of Railways and Road and Motorway Infrastructures 
(ANSFISA). He is President of the III Section of the Superior Council of Public Works.

Technological evolution and regulatory updates: a problem to be solved
The Italian system of technical standards structurally su�ers in all sectors from 
excessive rigidity and very rapid obsolescence. Even with a view to smart roads, the 
entire regulatory framework must be rethought, regulating the expected results 
rather than the tools, producing guidelines instead of instructions and lowering the 
technical parameters of the regulatory rank.
 

Currently Head of the Technical Standards Regulatory Area of   the National Agency for 
the Safety of Railways and Road and Highway Infrastructure (ANSFISA), Eng. Stefano 
Zampino has over thirty years of experience in the field of road design and manage-
ment of road networks he is currently President of the Italian Association for Tra�ic 
and Transport Engineering.

An integrated approach for safer road infrastructures
The complexity of "road systems” requires an integrated approach to the management 
of existing networks, in order to increase their safety and resilience performance. The 
application of the recently appoved SMS Ansfisa guidelines is the new reference for 
Road Managers to improve quality and e�ectiveness of road network management.
 

Martin Page
Convenor CEN TC 226/WG 1

Martin is the international certifications and standards expert of DELTABLOC Interna-
tional GmbH, Austria: a leading European developer and supplier of road safety 
barriers. He joined DELTABLOC France as Technical Manager in 2015 and moved to 
DELTABLOC International in 2021. Previously he was Technical Manager of the LIER 
road equipment crash test laboratory in France. Martin has been involved in Europe-
an and French standards activities in the fields of road restraint systems, passive 
safety and vehicle security barriers since 2003. 

European Standards for Road Restraint Systems – Adapting to a changing world
European Standards for evaluating the performance of Road Restraint Systems have 
made an invaluable contribution to road safety since the initial publication of EN 
1317. As European roads and the European regulatory environment evolve, how 
should European Standards evolve to meet future requirements and overcome 
current and impending challenges?
 

1st session (first part) | How should standards change to face a smarter world?

Marco Anghileri
Aerospace Engineering, Associated professor in Aerospace 
structures at Politecnico di Milano 

Aerospace Engineering master degree and PhD in passive safety. Associated professor in 
Aerospace structures at Politecnico di Milano. Since 1997 director of the passive safety lab 
at Politecnico di Milano. Main activities: road, aircra� and helicopter safety, Finite element 
and multi body modelling for crash scenario, human body biomechanics in impacts, 
techniques and data acquisition, fluid structure interaction, accident reconstruction.

How should standards change to face a smarter world. Vehicle to vehicle interaction 
and computing capabilities to improve passive safety
Enhanced network capabilities together with the improvement of computing resources 
for autonomous vehicles are changing the scenario for vehicles. Computing resources 
installed on vehicles will allow to trigger protection systems before the impact, knowing 
the severity and the need for countermeasures. Future vehicles will be able to have a 
real time simulation cluster for crash interacting with vehicles and infrastructures.



Full professor of Highway, Airport and Railway Engineering at the University of 
Firenze (retired). He has a 30 year’s experience on road safety impact assessment, 
road safety audit and inspections and road safety and risk analysis. He is President of 
the national PIARC Technical Committee TC 3.1b “Road design standards and best 
practices”. He has been responsible of the Master Course on Road Safety at the Univer-
sity of Firenze. He is an expert Member of the Italian Scientific Board of Public Works.

Should vehicle restraint systems performance requirements change in the era 
of automated driving?
Future road infrastructures characteristics should evolve to make easier the driving 
task in the vehicle automation forthcoming era. New vehicle technologies, new 
mobility services and new communication and information devices will likely impact 
on the infrastructure physical characteristics as well. Roadway and roadsides should 
be modified to meet the new sustainable mobility performance requirements. 
 

Ceki Erginbas
Certification Technical Lead at BSI,  Lead of VRS 

Ceki Erginbas is a Certification Technical Lead at BSI (British Standards Institution) 
with over 10 years of experience in certification, research, consultancy, testing and 
expert witness activities related to roadside safety and VRS. Ceki currently leads 
BSI’s UKCA and CE certification work for transport & infrastructure products, 
including VRS. He also leads the assessment of non-harmonised VRS for use on 
National Highways Road Network. 

How should standards change to stay relevant for changing vehicle fleets in 
Europe
Characteristics EN1317 test vehicles date back to the 1998 version of the standard. 
However, European fleets have undergone significant changes since then, with 
introduction of modern crash structures, increase in mass and a higher proportion of 
SUVs. Wider scale adoption of electric vehicles will introduce another step change in 
vehicle characteristic. In this presentation Ceki Erginbas will discuss some of these 
changes and considerations for an updated standard.

Mr. Luigi Carrarini received his master’s degree in electrical engineering from 
“Sapienza University of Rome” in 1997. He has been working on Intelligent 
Transport Systems for decades and is currently the “Head of Centre of Excellence 
Smart Road & Structural Health Monitoring” at Anas, the Italian Authority for 
national roads. As a Program Manager, he e�ects change on a daily basis by 
managing projects which are meant to radically innovate Anas’ infrastructure and 
operations. He is the author of numerous papers and the co-author of Anas’ tunnel 
safety guidelines. Mr. Carrarini is a member of PIARC “Technical Committee 2.4 – 
Road Network Operation / ITS”.

Lorenzo Domenichini
President of PIARC IT TC 3.1b “Road design standards and best 
practices” 

Luigi Carrarini
Head of Centre of Excellence Smart Road & SHM at ANAS SpA

Since 1994 Fortunato Santucci has been with the University of L'Aquila, where he 
currently holds the positions of Full Professor of Telecommunications in the Dept. 
of Information Engineering, Computer Science and Mathematics and of Director of 
the Centre of Excellence Ex-EMERGE on connected vehicles. His current research 
activity is focused on communication theory, access control and radio resource 
management in mobile radio systems, with particular emphasis on IoT and vehicu-
lar communications.

“The EMERGE project for connected and automated driving”
Intelligent transport systems (ITS) are intended to fulfill challenging requirements 
in terms of safety, low energy expenditures and environmental sustainability. In 
this frame we provide the description of the EMERGE project on "connected, 
geo-localized and cybersecure vehicles" and illustrate the related research 
achievements, that also include experimental trials.

Fortunato Santucci
Aerospace Engineering, Associated professor in Aerospace 
structures at Politecnico di Milano 

1st session (second part) | New challenges for an interconnected society



2nd session | The point of view of National Roads 

Operators: the next future is now?

Ph. D., is an associate professor at the Faculty of Mechanical Engineering at the 
University of Ljubljana and since 2017 has been head of the chair of Modelling in 
Engineering Science and Medicine and also head of the Laboratory for Element 
and Structure Modelling. He is also the head of the Research Group for Modelling 
in Engineering Science and Medicine. Robert Kunc is actively involved in scientific 
and research activities in the field of tra�ic accident analysis, human injury 
assessment, and development of protective equipment for VRUs.

Robert Kunc
Ph.D., associate professor at the Faculty of Mechanical
Engineering 

Antonio Scalamandrè
Director of the Production Services Department ANAS S.p.A.

Antonio Scalamandrè is a civil engineer with a PhD in infrastructure engineering. He 
works at Anas from 2003 a�er a great experience as designer and project manager of 
relevant road and railway infrastructures. He also participated in European research 
projects and regulatory working groups. In Anas he was the planning coordinator for 
the whole national territory both for new works and roads in operation.  Since 2022 
he is the Director of the Production Services Department with direct coordination 
also of the Road Research and Experimentation Unit. 

ANAS innovation for a SAFE & SUSTAINABLE ROAD
The design of the ANAS road infrastructure aims at the implementation of higher and 
higher safety standards in line with European directives with the common goal of 
reducing death on roads by 50% within 2030 (FS Italian Group goal) and reaching 
"zero deaths" within 2050. The technological solutions recently implemented by 
ANAS want to increase the user safety level both in active and passive aspects with a 
view to an increasingly intelligent and sustainable road.

Jovan Trajkovski
Assist. Prof. Jovan Trajkovski, PhD, researcher (road safety, injury 
assessment, design optimisation, blast resistant design, finite 
element analysis, LS-DYNA)

Mr. Jovan Trajkovski, is Asst. Professor at the Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, 
University of Ljubljana where he finished his PhD. He has 15 years of experience in 
design evaluation and numerical modeling of complex phenomena like, tra�ic 
accident analysis, assessment of human injury in tra�ic accidents, human body 
model development, design and evaluation of protective equipment for motor-
cyclists (according to TS CEN 17342), and road safety barriers (EN 1317).

SUV rollovers due to contact with median concrete barriers and the capability 
of EN 1317 to prevent them
The over-involvement of larger vehicles (such as SUVs, pickups) in rollover acciden-
ts and fatal crashes, has been well documented in the U.S. in the past. Until recent-
ly, the share of these vehicles on European roads was negligible compared with 
the U.S. As a consequence, the percentage of tra�ic accidents of larger vehicles is 
expected to increase, also increasing the percentage of rollover accidents. It is 
thus important to take measures that will prevent the increase in rollover acciden-
ts and the number of fatalities. What can we do to prevent this?



2nd session | The point of view of National Roads Operators: the next future is now?

Rowan O’Callaghan
BE MEngSc DipIT CEng MIEI RConsEI
Chartered Engineer, Technical Director, RPS Consulting Engineers

Eoin Doyle is a Chartered Engineer and an Associate Director with Arup Consulting 
Engineers in Ireland where he is the national lead for the Highways Discipline. He 
has significant experience in the planning, design and construction of national 
roads. He is the Project Manager for Arup’s commission with Transport Infrastructu-
re Ireland for managing the development and implementation of new and updated 
National Standards which are mandatory for the design and construction of all 
national roads in Ireland. He is the technical lead on this commission since 2016 
specifically for Road Restraints Systems.

Understanding Dynamic Testing for Ireland 
The concept of Dynamic Testing was established in Italy but Transport Infrastructure 
Ireland needed to understand its suitability for use in Irish soil conditions, what the 
appropriate acceptability limits would be and how to implement such a requirement 
in a national standard. 

Herbert Nyamakope is a Chartered Engineer with over 20 years’ experience in roads 
related projects. He joined the Irish National Roads Authority (predecessor of TII) in 
2007 as a Project Manager working on the planning and development of major roads 
projects, before joining the Network Operations Department as a Network Inspec-
tor. In 2012 he was assigned the role of vehicle restraint systems asset manager with 
responsibility for asset management, standards development, research, quality 
monitoring of designs and installations, CEN meetings, etc.

Dynamic Ground Testing

In 2017, TII initiated a research project in vrs ground testing. The objective of the 
research was to find the best way to test the ground for suitability before installing 
barriers. This research mattered a lot to Ireland as most of ground used for road 
construction is generally poor in engineering structure. The research led to the 
adoption of the dynamic testing as the best method to give reliable results, which is 
the subject of the presentation.

O’Callaghan is a Chartered Engineer with over 23 years’ experience in the project 
management, design, delivery and maintenance of major infrastructural projects, 
from initial planning and preliminary design through to detailed design, procure-
ment, construction and O&M. Previous projects have included the M17/M18 Gort to 
Tuam Motorway, Limerick Tunnel PPP, M6 Kinnegad to Athlone Dual Carriageway, 
Dublin’s LUAS Light Rail Project and N11 Kilmacanogue to Glen of the Downs. Rowan 
has been involved in the design and implementation of VRS programmes in Ireland 
for 18 years and he is currently working closely with Ireland’s national road authority 
TII and numerous Local Authorities on a variety of VRS repair, replacement, mainte-
nance and research projects. He is also involved in a variety of Asset Management 
projects for RPS in Ireland, the UK, Indonesia and Abu Dhabi.  In addition Rowan is an 
experienced road safety engineer and leads RPS Road Safety Audit team.

Herbert Nyamakope
Chartered Engineer, Project Manager in TII, vehicle restraint 
systems asset manager 

Eoin Doyle
B.Eng (Hons), PgDip, C.Eng, MIEI, Arup Ireland Highways Leader 

Nuno Teixeira
Director Civil Engineer, Conservation Manager of Ascendi

Nuno Teixeira is a Civil Engineer with 35 years of experience, mainly in construction 
of infrastructures. He has been with several Portuguese Construction Companie-
sand with these he was involved in the construction of various types of infrastructu-
res, including harbours, hydroelectric power plants, bridges and viaducts and roads.
In late 2018 he joined Ascendi – Road Concessionaire - where I took the place of 
Conservation Manager, which comprises the Road Asset Management and Road 
Safety.

Development and Certification of a New Barrier for Viaducts in Portugal
Ascendi, during their Program for Upgrading the safety barriers in their network, 
faced a di�iculty to replace the existing barriers installed on top of 20 cm high concre-
te kerbs that are present in bridges and viaducts. This lead, in partnership with 
RoadSteel, to the development and certification of a new solution fully compliant 
with the required specifications.



Jelle Machiels
Expert in forgiving roadsides, road restraint systems, passive safe 
constructions and truck mounted attenuators.
Candidate Road Safety Auditor

Eng. Marco Scattolin – CAV Concessioni Autostradali Venete S.p.A.
Head of Electrical and Toll Systems from 2014 to 2018
Head of Infrastructure Maintenance and Design of New Works from 2018 to today

Safe, connected and sustainable infrastructures
According to CAV, the next future is starting now and it is necessary that road 
managers become promoters so that this transformation occurs quickly and leads to 
safer, more sustainable and connected roads. For this reason, CAV has been active 
both in the development of new methodologies for the execution of traditional 
activities (PMS - Pavement Management System,  SHM- Structural Health Monitoring) 
and in the field of new technologies (Smart Road) and is also exploring new transport 
systems (HyperTransfer).

Eng. Paolo Perco, a�er his PhD in road infrastructures, carried out researchING 
activities in the field of road safety at the University of Trieste until 2010 and teaching 
activity until 2016. From 2015 to 2021 he was director of the Procurement Depart-
ment of the concessionaire S.p.A. Autovie Venete and, from 2021, he became 
director of the technical management of the same company He was a member of 
the Operational E�ects of Geometrics committee of the Transportation Research 
Board from 2007 to 2016 and is still a member of the technical committee CT3.1B 
"road and good infrastructure design design practices ”of PIARC. 

The G.I.S. platform in the management of safety barriers
The application of the tools made available by technological innovation in the 
management of the road infrastructure is a highly topical issue that Autovie Venete 
has been studying for several years. An e�ective tool for data collection, manage-
ment and consultation is the G.I.S. (Geografic Information System). On this occasion, 
the potential of this tool in managing the safety barriers present along the network 
under concession is illustrated.

A�er graduating as a Msc in Biochemical Engineering Technology in 2009, and 
working for 5 years in the Biomedical research field, I continued my career in a 
techno-commercial environment. In 2019 I made a switch towards the Flemish road 
authority Agentschap Wegen en Verkeer. As study responsible for passive safe road 
equipment I gain expertise, write guidelines and o�er advice in the field of passive 
road safety. In this role I’m also participating as an expert in TC226/WG1.

Development of a certified solution for prefab concrete H4b safety barriers with 
integrated lighting columns
With increasing tra�ic volumes and a growing amount of tra�ic jams, our agency is 
continuously looking for ways to improve tra�ic flow AND road safety. It o�en comes 
down on finding space where there isn’t.  A crash tested solution where lighting 
columns are integrated in a H4b concrete safety barrier, creates space in our highway 
medians while maintaining a proven high level of safety.

Paolo Perco
Director of the technical management of the concessionaire 
company S.p.A. Venetian Autovie 

Marco Scattolin
CAV Concessioni Autostradali Venete S.p.A., Head of Infrastructure
Maintenance and Design of New Works

Matteo Pezzucchi
Chief Senior Engineer at Norwegian Public Road directorate 
legislation and regulatory authority, Road Design department, 
Roads and Streets section

Italian, aerospace engineer, graduated at Politecnico of Milan in 2006. A�er gradua-
ting, he moved to “sunny” Norway where he started his carrier at the Norwegian 
Public Roads Administration (NPRA). First employed as a crash worthiness expert, 
he is now leading the technical group on Vehicle Restraint Systems and Roadside 
Areas. Focus areas: National specification administration and development, harmo-
nisation of international standards and control and approval of road equipment. 

VRS, what do you want to be when you grow up?
What do you want to be when you grow up” is such a classic question and at the same 
time one of the most di�icult to be answered. If the future is now, it’s time for the 
VRS-sector to analyse which role vehicle restrain systems can have in the next future. 
During this intervention I will try to share some thoughts about the factors that can 
play a role in the future and how VRS should evolve to maintain their mission.



3rd session | The Manufacturers’ version: new perspectives and technological challenges

Andrea Bianchi
Abesca Technical Director

Responsible for R&D of innovative concrete road safety barriers. With more than 15 
years of experience on the road safety field and road containment systems sector as 
Scientific Director and later Head of the Crash Test Area of   the AISICO Test Laboratory 
(Italy), he has coordinated and executed more than 2,500 crash test on road safety 
devices. Since 2007, member of di�erent European Working Groups of CEN (Europe-
an Committee for Standardization) of Italian Ministry of Infrastructure and Transport 
in the field of road safety barriers. From 2012 to 2015, Coordinator of the Working 
Group GL01 "Road Safety Barriers", of UNI (Italian Organization for Standardization).

New and performing concrete road safety barriers at the service of smart roads
For breaktrough innovation in the road safety field the road infrastructure overall 
needs adaptation and a new concept of safety barriers capable to support advanced 
technologies. The new concrete road safety barriers developed by Abesca reach the 
goal of great safety performance and flexibility to meet the smart roads needs. 

Enrique Bárcena Angulo
Technical Manager at Asebal, S.L., Engineer at Road Restraint
Systems

Alberto Stevanato is  a mechanical Engineer.
Research and Development Project Manager, Fracasso S.p.A, (Oct 2005 - Apr 2013), 
Venice, Italy. R&D Director, Holgate Infrastructure & Motorway Services Ltd, Dublin, 
Ireland, (Jun 2013 - Jun 2014). Technical director OBEX Systems, Dublin, Ireland, 
(March 2015 – Present)

“The importance of FEM simulation in a changing road environment”
In the context of road tra�ic evolving towards the use of electric traction vehicles, 
some finite element simulations of impact against road barriers, end terminals, and 
crash cushions are performed and the results are evaluated in terms of performance 
and containment levels according to the EN1317 European norms. A look also at the 
current Italian legislation regarding tested terminals and crash

Master's Degree in Mechanical Engineering, and Doctorate in Road Safety at the 
University of Rome "La Sapienza", member of the Order of Engineers of Rome and of 
the Permanent Commission for Road Safety of the Order of Engineers of Rome, since 
2003. Works to increase the safety of transport infrastructures as a designer, consul-
tant and expert on the subject. He is currently General Manager of TSL Engineering 
SRL, a leading company in the inventing and sell of products and solutions  for the 
improvement of road safety.

Re.T.I.M. - Real Time Inclination Measurement 
The e�ects of cyclical loads on the installations along the transport networks can 
cause a reduction in the expected performances due to a decrease of their stability 
over time, in particular, for high barriers. The system Re.T.I.M. a continuous and 
automatic remote monitoring that, via IoT network, measures the deformations of 
structural elements such as noise barriers, integrated barriers, windbreaks, longitu-
dinal safety barriers, portals, etc. increasing the safe of circulation and users.

Technical Manager at Asebal, S.L.
Engineer with 17 years experience in developing Road Restraint Systems
Member of the National committee AENOR/CTN135
Member of the European committee CEN/TC226

Development of a certified solution for prefab concrete H4b safety barriers with 
integrated lighting columns
Presentation will show how it has been the evolution of innovation and development 
of road restraint systems made from steel. The speech will cover the period before the 
CE mark came into e�ect to our present times. A specific case of a Motorcyclist 
Protection System design will
be explained.

Maurizio Palermo
CEO at TSL Engineering

Alberto Stevanato
Technical Director – Obex Systems Ltd



A�er graduating mechanical engineering at the Polytechnic of Turin (1987), he 
began his professional activity with the FIMIT Ipse Company of Turin following the 
design and construction of soundproofing and vibration isolation systems in the 
industrial sector. Since 1998 he has assumed the technical direction of Tubosider 
and from 2010 he began a career as a freelancer in the design sector, assistance to DL 
and procurement, testing of road and railway equipment while maintaining 
constant collaboration with the manufacturing sector (companies associated with 
UNICMI). In this role he follows the national and European regulatory activity and 
confronts the contracting authorities and the Instructions. At the European level, he 
collaborates with ERF and holds the role of President of ENBF.

Roadside  Equipment's - sustainability evaluation
The analysis of the environmental sustainability of construction products, in 
addition to being an imperative of national and European economic policies, can 
involve radical changes in the specific sector of safety and noise barriers. The speech 
will present ERF's activities on the topic with reference to the Proceedr research 
project, funded by the European Roads Authorities (CEDR). On a national level, the 
issue falls within the objectives of the CAM Strade decree being studied by MITE

Mr. Hiekmann was the General Manager of PASS+CO for over 35 years and is the 5th 
generation of PASS+CO company, which is the oldest German manufacturer of 
barrier systems and family owned. Mr. Hiekmann retired in 2020, but is still in charge 
for the Iraq market for PASS+CO and responsible for the research development 
department of PASS+CO.

H. Georg Hiekmann
General Manager PASS+CO 

Giovanni Brero
Road Equipment Division Coordinator UNICMI
President of ENBF 


